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Gifts of Fatness I
Showtime!

Some of the gifts, some of the gifts of being fat, some of my gifts, my fat:
5p every time someone borrows my stuff from a library
Aching knees sometimes
An artist’s residency
Applause
Chronic exclusion
Commissions
Countless opportunities to work for free
A cover story on The Big Issue
Fan mail
A girl gang
The opportunity to be interviewed on Radio 4
Heartache, despair and loneliness
Internet traffic
Hate mail
Invitations I can’t take up
Karaoke with Kate Moss whilst Sir Philip Green watched
Kinship across generations and borders
A Master’s
Modelling and dancing gigs
A niche market
Opportunities to be stared at, misheard, misrepresented and shut down
People who feel entitled to something I have
A PhD
Publishing deals
A schooling in intersectional oppression
Second class citizenship
Something to blame when people harass and abuse me
Something to navigate in institutions
Trips to New Jersey, Sydney, Coventry, Toronto, everywhere
Vulnerability to medical fatphobia

A way of understanding
A way of understanding
A way of understanding

My fat has given me:
Warm hands

End end end

Charlotte Cooper
London 2020
charlottecooper.net
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INTRODUCTION
by Gillie Kleiman

I applied to the Live Art Development 
Agency’s DIY programme feeling strongly 
that I wanted this workshop on Fat 
Performance to exist, but also feeling 
quite sure that I wasn’t really the person 
to be leading it; I do performance and 
am fat, and have made one performance 
that is explicitly poking at the topic, but 
that was over a decade ago, and am not 
whatsoever an expert on fat performance. 
I thought that having a workshop on 
Fat Performance would bring together 
people with lots of expertise and less, 
and through that I could have some 
conversations I wanted to have, watch 
some work I wanted to watch, read some 
texts I wanted to read. I knew that there 
were Fat Performance people knocking 
about already; I had the sense that I 
wanted to join in with some stuff that was 
already happening, and maybe make it 
possible for some new people to get in on 
it, too.

I thought we’d meet in person at a place, 
probably Colchester Arts Centre, and be a 
bunch of fat performance people getting 
on with stuff for a weekend, having a nice 
time, thinking, making, reading, talking. 
The pandemic prevented that. Happily, 
this meant that people from many more 
places around the world could brave 
timezone issues and join a series of two-
hour workshops in late 2020. Everyone 
who applied was accepted. 

All of the participants are amazing. I have 
a crush on everyone in the workshop, 
a fact I realised was true the moment 
another participant wrote it to me. I am so 
grateful to have met everyone, including 
the people who could only come once or 
twice, the people with whom I emailed, the 

people from whom I received applications 
who ended up not coming along, and the 
artists and writers whose work we thought 
about together.

In this publication, put together by a bunch 
of people from the workshop, you will find 
a list of resources that participants put 
forward to share with others, along with a 
version of some of the tasks and activities 
we undertook in our time together, and 
some other materials that might convey 
something of the experience. This isn’t 
the same as having done the workshop, 
but we hope it will be an interesting and 
useful resource.

As well as this publication, this workshop 
has kicked off a series of related actions, 
which you can read about here. If you’d 
like to join the Fat Performance Network, 
and come along to a monthly session, you 
can sign up at fatperformancenetwork.
com. You’d be very welcome.

Gillie Kleiman
March 2021
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Approaching this Workbook
This workbook is partly documentation 
of what we got up to throughout the six 
weeks of our meetings and partly a do-it-
yourself list of tasks that you can engage 
with. Each week holds a suggestion of a 
resource to engage with and a suggestion 
of a task to do. 

You are encouraged to see the tasks just 
as suggestions that you can build upon in 
relation to how you want to work. 

You may want to mix and match some 
of the tasks or questions with different 
resources and material from our extensive 
resource list. You may want to grab a 
friend or two and work on one together. 
You may want to turn a writing task into a 
movement task. 

These are just starting points based 
on what we got up to during the Fat 
Performance DIY. 

You can take them wherever you would 
like to go.
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Week 1: Introductions
TASKS

Task suggestions:

• Read Rosenfeld’s ‘Luxurious Tissue, 
Silky Sweat: Moving In Unmeasurable 
Time’ aloud.

• What do these words do? What do 
you think about them, feel about them, 
imagine about them?

• Based on this, spend some time 
devising a performance-making task. 
The task should take 30-60 minutes 
and be a practical making task that you 
might set yourself or a collaborator for 
part of a rehearsal. It may be something 
simple like ‘be a boulder’ or ‘read the 
text into your phone and then listen to 
it back’ and can be in any medium.

• Now you may either swap tasks with a 
friend or simply return to your task a 
few days later and give it a go. Try to 
dedicate 30-60 minutes doing this.

• What resonates for you from doing 
this task?

 

Suggested Resources:

• Liz Rosenfeld - ‘Luxurious Tissue, 
Silky Sweat: Moving In Unmeasurable 
Time’

• Charlotte Cooper for LADA - 
‘Tantalising Glimpses’

• Julischka Stengele performance at 
Sound Acts and at FNAF

• Divine in Pink Flamingos by John 
Waters

Our first session can be summarised as an 
introduction; we got to know each other 
within the Fat Performance DIY group, 
becoming familiar with how we were all 
thinking about performance and fatness. 
We looked at writing by Liz Rosenfeld and 
videos of Julischka Stengele and Divine 
as our points of departure. We discussed 
these texts as an avenue into talking 
about fat performance and beginning to 
devise ways to make it.
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https://www.tanzraumberlin.de/en/tanzbuero/trb-magazine/article/luxurious-tissue-silky-sweat-moving-in-unmeasurable-time/
https://www.tanzraumberlin.de/en/tanzbuero/trb-magazine/article/luxurious-tissue-silky-sweat-moving-in-unmeasurable-time/
https://www.tanzraumberlin.de/en/tanzbuero/trb-magazine/article/luxurious-tissue-silky-sweat-moving-in-unmeasurable-time/
https://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/tantalising-glimpses-2020/
https://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/tantalising-glimpses-2020/
https://vimeo.com/189450586
https://vimeo.com/189450586
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZBLt_rcehE&ab_channel=M.A.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZBLt_rcehE&ab_channel=M.A.


Week 2: Pretending
TASKS

The second session was themed around 
pretending. We discussed Fatty Fat Fat 
by Katie Greenall and Nothing to Lose 
by Kelli Jean Drinkwater through an 
adaption of Générique, a fictional post-
show discussion performance format. 
During this game, some of us pretended to 
have been on the creative and production 
teams for these shows, acting as panelists 
in a Q&A while fielding some fantastical 
questions from the rest of the group. 

Task Suggestions:

• Select an example of fat performance 
that you have seen, such as Fatty Fat 
Fat or Nothing to Lose. 

•  If you are working with a group, 
play a version of Générique. Divide 
yourself into ‘creatives’ and ‘audience 
members’ and conduct a post-show 
discussion where the audience 
members interview the creatives about 
their experience working on the show. 
Have fun with it - lean into the fact that 
this is all speculation and imagination. 

• If you are working alone, undertake 
the self interview. Write yourself some 
questions and answer them. You might 
ask yourself about the venue, the tone 
of the show, the materials, how it 
related to fatness. Allow yourself to be 
fanciful and silly.

Suggested Resources:

• While we watched Fatty Fat Fat and 
Nothing to Lose, we suggest searching 
through the ‘performance’ and ‘film’ 
section of the resource list to find a 
fat performance resource you wish to 
watch.
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http://everybodystoolbox.net/index.php?title=G%C3%A9n%C3%A9rique
http://everybodystoolbox.net/index.php?title=G%C3%A9n%C3%A9rique
http://everybodystoolbox.net/index.php?title=INTERVIEWS


Week 3: Moving
TASKS

Task Suggestions:

• Clear some space, get yourself in the 
mood to move around and open up 
this playlist. As the music plays, try 
to move through the following stages, 
trying different ways with each to seek 
pleasure and keep finding your own 
interest in it:

• With the first track, shake – in all ways. 
• With the second, move in slow motion, 

shifting your centre of gravity, stepping 
through and changing levels.

• With the third, start ‘f*cking the space’, 
having some sensuality or erotics with 
the environment you are in, as literally 
or obviously as you wish.

• With the final track, try rocking, in any 
way you please.

• With reference to ‘thank god I’m fat: 
gifts from the underbelly’, take some 
time to consider the gifts fatness offers 
you as a performer and performance 
maker, writing these down.  

• Select one of these and spend ten or 
fifteen minutes devising an image you 
could perform of this gift.

Suggested Resources:

• ‘thank god I’m fat: gifts from the 
underbelly’ by Jules Pashall

In this session we focussed on moving, 
the materiality of fat bodies and gifts of 
fatness. We engaged with Jules Pashall’s 
chapter ‘thank god I’m fat: gifts from the 
underbelly’ and spent time both moving 
through a Keith Hennessy exercise, and 
making images together.
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/19rKN9e40gmsvJzZ6aacLx?si=9165cc91cdd749a0


Week 4: Strategies
TASKS

This week was dedicated to thinking 
about what strategies are involved in fat 
performance and fat performance making. 
We spent time thinking about what these 
strategies are and broadly discussing 
their politics, not seeking to arrive at an 
answer about the ‘best way’ to create 
fat performance, but to stay curious and 
open to all the possibilities. We created 
studies of some of these strategies, 
exploring them through our own micro-
performances.

Task Suggestions:

• You may wish to start by considering 
the question of what it is to think about 
fatness in performance as an object/
image as opposed to as sensation/
experience?

• Think about what other questions this 
may lead to? Must these things be in 
opposition? Where might this take 
you?

• How have you seen these questions 
addressed/referenced/avoided in fat 
performance you’ve seen or in your 
own practice?

• From this, you may wish to begin to 
extrapolate what strategies and tactics 
fat performance uses. These may be 
the things that keep coming up for 
you in fat performance or something 
you’ve only seen once.  

• Having generated a list of fat 
performance strategies, choose one 
that you would like to work with further.

• Spend 20 minutes working on this 
strategy to create a 30 second micro-
performance study of it. This may 
involve copying something you have 

seen in somebody else’s work or 
something you have done before 
or combining elements. Within our 
group, micro-performances included 
songs and eating and nudity.

• You might consider what reflections 
you have gained from working closely 
with this strategy.

Suggested Resources:

• Fat Activists’ Strategies on Stage by 
Camille Ronti  

• Big Judy: Fatness, Shame, and the 
Hybrid Autobiography by Allyson 
Mitchell
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Week 5: Histories
TASKS

Task Suggestions:

• Create a timeline of your own personal 
history of fat performance.

• This may include performances that 
had an impact on you or instances of 
creating your own work.

• If you were to add a layer of 
autobiography, what personal 
experiences might feel relevant to add 
in between or alongside these public 
instances of fat performance?

• Have a look through the timeline of 
fat performance we co-created on 
padlet. Is there anything on here that 
you might want to add to your own 
personal timeline?

 
Suggested Resources:

• A Queer and Trans Fat Activist Timeline 
facilitated by Charlotte Cooper

In this session, we discussed the histories 
of fat performance. Largely drawing on 
the Queer and Trans Fat Activist Timeline 
project facilitated by Charlotte Cooper, 
we collaboratively created a timeline of 
fat performance on padlet and discussed 
questions of history, autobiography and 
archiving.
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https://padlet.com/gilliekleiman/fatperformancetimeline
https://padlet.com/gilliekleiman/fatperformancetimeline
https://padlet.com/gilliekleiman/fatperformancetimeline
http://charlottecooper.net/fat/fat-research/a-queer-and-trans-fat-activist-timeline/
http://charlottecooper.net/fat/fat-research/a-queer-and-trans-fat-activist-timeline/
http://charlottecooper.net/fat/fat-research/a-queer-and-trans-fat-activist-timeline/
https://padlet.com/gilliekleiman/fatperformancetimeline
https://padlet.com/gilliekleiman/fatperformancetimeline


Week 6: Closing
TASKS

In the final session of the Fat Performance 
DIY we identified our unanswered 
questions, organising ourselves into 
groups based on topics of interest 
that we had not quite got round to so 
far. We discussed the future of the Fat 
Performance DIY group, deciding we 
wished to go on to create this workbook, 
a Wikipedia edit-a-thon session and a Fat 
Performance Network that could continue 
to meet and share resources.
 
Task Suggestions:

• Compile a list or create a mind map of 
your unanswered questions or topics 
that you feel you could explore further.

• You might wish to grab a friend to 
discuss some of these or simply write 
your thoughts out.

• Looking over the previous tasks, how 
could you use them to create future fat 
performance?

• Looking at the timeline, what might 
be the title of a future fat performance 
work? Which fat performer would you 
want to seek mentorship from and 
why?

• Could you stitch together micro-
performance studies of fat performance 
strategies to create new work?

• You may wish to reflect on the tasks 
you have chosen to undertake as 
you’ve worked through this workbook. 
What have you done? What could you 
do? Where could they take you?

• You may wish to check out the Fat 
Performance Network website and 
join our mailing list to find out about 
future meetings and the Wikipedia 
edit-a-thon sessions.

 Suggested Resources:

• Have a browse through the list we 
created on pages 12-14.
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https://www.google.com/url?q=https://fatperformancenetwork.com/&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1623059747902000&usg=AOvVaw1hV9hl77bW39gu-ojMvwQY
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://fatperformancenetwork.com/&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1623059747902000&usg=AOvVaw1hV9hl77bW39gu-ojMvwQY
https://gaggle.email/join/fatperformance@gaggle.email


RESOURCES
About 
This list is not exhaustive and not even 
really curated - it’s more a snapshot of our 
collective consciousness during the Fat 
Performance DIY. We’re not responsible for 
the content of the sites linked and we also 
can’t guarantee that the links will still work 
by the time you read this. 

Performance / Performance 
Research 
Anderson-Doherty, Ross and Lachlan 
Philpott. “Cake Daddy.” Theatre Works, 
2019. 
--. “Cake Daddy Launch Video.”
Belchior Santos, Jussara. “Peso Bruto de 
Jussara Belchior.” 2017. 
Bryant, Aidy, Alexandra Rushfield, and Lindy 
West. “Shrill.” 2019. 
Chase, Leon. “Character NYC: Fancy Feast 
- The Fat Burlesque Performer.” 2017. 
Colzani, Gaia (director). “Sob Medida - 
UDESC April 2019.” 
Cooper, Charlotte. “A Queer and Trans Fat 
Activist Timeline.” 2010. 
---. “Fat Activism.”
---. “Nearly Four Years in Nearly Four 
Minutes: Fat, Queer, Dance and Time.” 
Contemporary Theatre Review, no. 29.4, 
2020. 
---. “Nearly Four Years in Nearly Four 
Minutes.” 
---. “Report: Chins Up - Fat and 
Performance.” Obesity Timebomb, 2014. 
---. “Roots of Fat Activism #15: The Fat 
Underground Video.” Obesity Timebomb, 
2016. 
---. “Tantalising Glimpses: A LADA Study 
Room Guide On Fat.” Live Art Development 
Agency, 2020. 
Dean, Marge. “Fat Underground.” 1979. 
Do Carmo, Anderson. “Atroz.” 2019. 
---. “Ensaio Sobre a Retórica.” 2019. 
Fat Lip Reader’s Theater. “Nothing to Lose.” 

VHS, 1989.
Gossip. “Standing in the Way of Control 
(Live at Eurockéennes Belfort).” 2010. 
Greenall, Katie. “FATTY FAT FAT.” 
Edinburgh Fringe Teaser Trailer. 2019. 
Hutter, Magdalena. “PLUMP.” Documentary 
Short Film/Screendance, 2020.
Martins, Gal. “Fragmento IV.” 2018. 
Martins, Gal and Rosângela Alves “Zona 
Agbara: Engasgadas, Um Ensaio Para 
Regurgitar o Mundo.” 2020. 
Moore, Cameryn. 
Paes, Felipe. “Projeto Escutando – Noam 
Scapin Ep7.” 2020. 
Scottee. “Fat Blokes.” Trailer, Project Arts 
Centre. 2018.
RAP Plus Size. YouTube channel. 
Rosenfeld, Liz. “If You Ask Me What I 
Want, I’ll Tell You. I Want Everything.” Short 
Documentation. 2018. 
Selvática. “Luxuosas ficções para o 
fracasso.”
Spinelli, Miro. “Gordura Trans.”
Stengele, Julischka @ Sound Acts. 2017.
Susiraja, Iiu. “Coffee Moment.” 2020. 
Thatcher, Emma & Cooper, Charlotte. “A 
Walk Around Fat Activist London.” 2015. 
Thompson, Selina. “Chewing the Fat.” 2014. 
---. “Salt.”  2018. 
Waters, John and Divine. “Pink Flamingos - 
The Girl Can’t Help It.” 1972. 
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https://www.theatreworks.org.au/program/cake-daddy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0xNZUS3jDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWRr6d6ymgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWRr6d6ymgE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p07vzgp0/shrill-series-1-1-annie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG48AGPoIY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG48AGPoIY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xxc8MYhJJI&t=872s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xxc8MYhJJI&t=872s
http://charlottecooper.net/fat/fat-research/a-queer-and-trans-fat-activist-timeline/
http://charlottecooper.net/fat/fat-research/a-queer-and-trans-fat-activist-timeline/
http://charlottecooper.net/culture/performance/fat-activism/
https://www.contemporarytheatrereview.org/2020/nearly-four-years-in-nearly-four-minutes-fat-queer-dance-and-time
https://www.contemporarytheatrereview.org/2020/nearly-four-years-in-nearly-four-minutes-fat-queer-dance-and-time
https://vimeo.com/367557760
https://vimeo.com/367557760
http://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2014/04/chins-up-fat-and-performance-podcast.html
http://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2014/04/chins-up-fat-and-performance-podcast.html
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/07/100-fat-activists-15-fat-underground.html
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/07/100-fat-activists-15-fat-underground.html
https://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/tantalising-glimpses-2020/
https://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/tantalising-glimpses-2020/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPYRZCXjoRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqlzFpTQWu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr-DK7V1pJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdRULdwQ5PQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdRULdwQ5PQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZunRESEgkg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-K1tEw_1A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYh0mbLODPw
https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=RKJOowdElsY
https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=RKJOowdElsY
https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=RKJOowdElsY
https://www.camerynmoore.com/about-cameryn/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdHMWxI2gxA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdHMWxI2gxA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FyBiYvdUGQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9iJFTkAfr9ouhbA5JJS3kg
https://vimeo.com/250600457
https://vimeo.com/250600457
https://www.selvatica.art.br/luxuosas
https://www.selvatica.art.br/luxuosas
https://www.mirospinelli.com/gordura-trans-trans-fat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pM-VfuZwC_Y
https://www.iiususiraja.com/videos/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXHH-WBLWzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXHH-WBLWzM
https://selinathompson.co.uk/projects/chewing-fat/
https://selinathompson.co.uk/projects/salt/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZBLt_rcehE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZBLt_rcehE


Blogs and Journalism 
Bias, Stacy. “12 Good Fatty Archetypes.” 
Cooper, Charlotte. “How to Killjoy an 
Obesity Display One #BodySpectacular at a 
Time.” Obesity Timebomb, 2016.
---. “Nearly Four Years in Nearly Four 
Minutes: Fat, Queer, Dance and Time.” 
Contemporary Theatre Review, no. 29.4, 
2020. 
---. “Report: Chins Up - Fat and 
Performance.” Obesity Timebomb, 2014. 
---. “Roots of Fat Activism #15: The Fat 
Underground Video.” Obesity Timebomb, 
2016. 
Mercedes, Marquisele. “Expertise Is Not 
Social Justice: Reflecting on the ‘Ob*sity 
Epidemic.” Medium, 2020. 
Noronha, Navin. “As a Gay Man, I Have 
Been Relentlessly Body-Shamed on Dating 
Apps. Turns Out, I Am Not Alone.” Vice, 
2020. 
Notkin, Debbie. “Judy Freespirit: The 
Passing of a Pioneer & Fat Liberation 
Manifesto.” Body Impolitic Blog, 2010. 
Scottee. “Radical Fatties.” 2017. 
---. “Tess Holliday, Fatness and Capatalism.” 
2018. 
---. “Fighting Theatre’s Anti-Fatness 
Problem.” Exeunt Magazine, 2018. 
---. “Being a Fat Queer Person Is Political - 
We Represent the Abandonment of Fitting 
In.” Attitude, 2020. 
The Fat Zine. 

Critical/Scholarly Texts 
Cooper, Charlotte. “A Queer and Trans Fat 
Activist Timeline.” 2010. 
---. “Fat Activism: A Radical Social 
Movement.” intellect books, 2016. 
---. “Tantalising Glimpses: A LADA Study 
Room Guide On Fat.” Live Art Development 
Agency, 2020. 
Cottom, Tressie McMillan. “Thick: And Other 
Essays.” The New Press, 2018. 
Johnson, Don Hanlon. “Diverse Bodies, 
Diverse Practices: Toward an Inclusive 
Somatics.” North Atlantic Books, 2018. 
Kyrölä, Katariina, and Hannele Harjunen. 

“Phantom/Liminal Fat and Feminist Theories 
of the Body.” Feminist Theory, vol. 18, no. 
2, SAGE Publications Sage UK: London, 
England, 2017, pp. 99–117. 
Mombaça, Jota. “Rumo a Uma 
Redistribuição Desobediente de Gênero e 
Anticolonial Da Violência!” 
Schoenfielder, L. , and B. Wieser. “Shadow 
on a Tightrope: Writings by Women on Fat 
Oppression.” 1st ed., Aunt Lute Books, 
1998.
Strings, Sabrina. “Fearing the Black Body: 
The Racial Origins of Fat Phobia.” NYU 
Press, 2019. 
Taylor, Sonya Renee. “The Body Is Not an 
Apology: The Power of Radical Self- Love.” 
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2018. 
Whitehead, Anne. “Edinburgh Companion to 
the Critical Medical Humanities.” Edinburgh 
University Press, 2016. 

TV Shows 
“Dietland.” 2018.
“Shrill.” 2019.

Talks 
Drinkwater, Kelli Jean. “TED talk: Enough 
with the Fear of Fat.” 2016. 

Podcasts 
Byer, Nicole. “Why Won’t You Date Me? 
Podcast: Fatphobia (w/ Roxane Gay).” 
Carter-Kahn, Sophia and April Korto Quioh. 
“She’s All Fat Podcast.” 
Cooper, Charlotte. “Obesity Timebomb: 
Report: Chins Up - Fat and Performance.” 
2014. 
Gordon, Aubrey and Michael Hobbs. 
“Maintenance Phase: What’s Our Deal?” 
Hagen, Sofie. “Who Hurt You? (Formerly 
Made of Human Podcast). Episode 190: 
Danielle Perez - Just Say Fat! Just Say 
Disabled! Just Say Black!” 
Stockdale, Rachel. “Honest Actors Podcast.” 
2021. 
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http://stacybias.net/2014/06/12-good-fatty-archetypes/
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/10/how-to-killjoy-obesity- display-one.html
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/10/how-to-killjoy-obesity- display-one.html
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/10/how-to-killjoy-obesity- display-one.html
https://www.contemporarytheatrereview.org/2020/nearly-four-years-in-nearly-four-minutes-fat-queer-dance-and-time
https://www.contemporarytheatrereview.org/2020/nearly-four-years-in-nearly-four-minutes-fat-queer-dance-and-time
http://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2014/04/chins-up-fat-and-performance-podcast.html
http://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2014/04/chins-up-fat-and-performance-podcast.html
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/07/100-fat-activists-15-fat-underground.html
https://obesitytimebomb.blogspot.com/2016/07/100-fat-activists-15-fat-underground.html
https://marquisele.medium.com/expertise-is-not-social-justice-reflecting-on-the-ob-sity-epidemic-7c2c87354ddf
https://marquisele.medium.com/expertise-is-not-social-justice-reflecting-on-the-ob-sity-epidemic-7c2c87354ddf
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Anshuman (@boar.Lord)
Aubrey Gordon, Your Fat Friend (@
yrfatfriend)
Big Dipper’s (@bigdipperjelly)
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Elisa Valenti (@elisavalentistudio)
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Perfil do Instagram de Noam Scapin (@
noamscapin)
Plant Daddy (@KivanBay) / Twitter.
Rosey Blair (@roseybeeme)
Scottee (@scotteeisfat)
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Zona AGBARA (@zonaagbara)
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Kiciak, Jagoda.
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Mother’s Day Read. Random House, 2011. 
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in a World That Wants to Shrink You. 
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McSharry, Louise. Fat Chance: My Life 
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Penguin UK, 2016. 
West, Lindy. Shrill. Hachette Books, 2016.

Novels 
Walker, Sarai. Dietland. Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt, 2015. 

Documentary Films 
Chase, Leon. “Character NYC: Fancy Feast 
- The Fat Burlesque Performer.” 2017. 
Cory, K. C. Bodies Like Oceans. 2019. 
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Layered Zoom Image 1-3, Magdalena Hutter

Gifts of Fatness II
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List of Contributors
The Fat Performance DIY workshops 
were facilitated by Gillie Kleiman. The 
following is a list of contributors. Each 
of these people had a different relation 
to the workshop - some attended all 
sessions, others contributed material, 
and some expressed an interest, which 
we still consider an offering. 

With thanks to:
• Áine O'Hara
• Alistair Wilkinson
• Ally Poole
• Amanda Scriver
• Amelie Roch
• Caitlin Magnall-Kearns
• Charlotte Cooper
• Chelsey Gillard
• Conway McDermott
• Emily Underwood-Lee
• Emma Geraghty
• Helen Davison
• Iona McTaggart
• Jael Caiero
• Jules Pashall
• Jussara Belchior Santos
• Katie Greenall
• Katy Baird
• Kelli Jean Drinkwater
• Louisa Doloksa
• Magdalena Hutter
• Rachel Stockdale
• Rebecca Sangs
• Roz Whiteley
• Sarah Gaafar
• Tilly Branson
• Veronika Merklein
• zvikomborero mutyambizi

All illustrations by Jael Caiero based on 
photographs by Inmensidades Fotografía 
except:
Page 1: Photograph by Elenize 
Dezgeniski of ‘Peso Bruto’ (2017) by 
Jussara Belchior
Page 4: Photograph by Zsuzsanna 
Brzozowska of ‘Ophelia is not Dead’ 
(2010) by Gillie Kleiman
Page 9: Screenshot of a performance 
made during the Fat Performance DIY 
Workshop (2020) by Jussara Belchior, 
Tilly Branson and Sofia Apostolidou
Page 10: Photograph provided by 
Charlotte Cooper of Lynn Mabel Lois in 
the Fat Underground documentary (1979) 
shared during the workshop.
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